
NetOxygen Launchpad portal 

transforms the loan application 

experience by enabling device/OS 

independent access, online chat, 

actionable real time to-do items, 

uploading of documents with 

ADR/OCR capability, upfront

verification and e-closing. 

Innovative solution to engage 

users, increase transparency, 

build borrower trust, and 

improve pull-through rate 

Key takeaways

     NetOxygen Launchpad
     Digital Platform

Kick-start your digital origination with 
NetOxygen Launchpad borrower/banker portal

Device and OS agnostic portal allows 
customers  to apply and interact  
with their loan anytime, anywhere.

Upfront verification and integrations 
with key data providers enable faster 
application submission, faster 
approval, and shorter closing time. 

Chatbots, “just-in-time” messaging, 
and text alerts available throughout the 
loan lifecycle for continuous borrower 
engagement and improved throughput.
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Key benefits

Features

Borrowers can view their application status 
on an intuitive dashboard, respond to 
queries, e-sign disclosures and initiate 
communication with your staff.

Offers banker’s view to enable originators to 
take an application on the borrower’s behalf 
and access their pipeline. 

A real-time actionable to-do list for the borrower 
to upload documents, provide clarifications for 
any outstanding items e-sign disclosures and 
reduce the cycle time up to 50%.

Document center displays all borrower-uploaded 
documents, disclosures and third party 
documents (AVM, Appraisal, etc.).

Integrated with NetOxygen LOS to display the 
real-time loan status on a personalized
visual dashboard.

OCR/ADR engine ensures that the correct 
documents are captured from the customer 
initially to reduce loan churn.

e-Sign disclosures for a paperless, fast 
borrowing experience.

Reach us at: 

Wipro Gallagher Solutions, LLC 
810 Crescent Centre Drive, Suite 400
Franklin, TN 37067

Ph- 615.221.7312

www.wipro.com/gallagher    

Digital lending platform to 
streamline, accelerate and 
automate loan origination

Enables to originate a spectrum of products on 
one platform with streamlined application 
screens for mortgage, home equity, consumer 
and credit card loans. 

Provides clarity and improves borrower 
confidence through messaging with 
lender contacts. 


